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Abstract: The implementation of game mechanics (like points or leadersboards) in a

serious context is called “gamification”. In this explorative analysis of a single case

participants of an online idea competition were asked about their motives for

participation, flow, enjoyment, task involvement and their perception of game

mechanics with respect to flow, enjoyment and task involvement. The results indicate

that game mechanics may be a solution to address the main challenges of online idea

competitions. However, the analyzed case illustrates also that if game mechanics are
applied inadequately and unsophisticatedly they are not able to unfold their potential.

1 Introduction

The last decade is characterized by a shift from a company-centered innovation [Ch03,

NBM09] to an open innovation approach [Sh06, Ts01, Ch03]. The integration of customers,

specifically, offers companies a possibility to improve the innovation activities and the

probability of success. Therein, the use of online idea competitions has been proven to be a

sophisticated approach [FS03, FP04, Wa07].

As online idea competitions increase in popularity companies face two challenges [Fü10]:

Companies have to motivate customers to participate and have to provide an online

environment that ensures a high quality of submitted ideas [WG06, Wa07]. In this context

the importance of enjoyment and flow has been recognized [PK09, LV02, Fü10].

Implementing principles and mechanics of games (like points, leaderboards or levels) in a

serious context is called “gamification” and illustrates one possibility to increase the level of

enjoyment and flow and hence, to address these challenges. The relationship between play

and creativity has been shown especially in the field of social sciences [RRC99, Da80, Hu55,

Pi62]. Its application in the field of innovation management is, however, still at the
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